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Majesty 70
The Majesty 70 is an exquisite celebration of light. The
panoramic side window design creates the impression you
are out on the water while seated in the spacious saloon.
It has resulted in a yacht design with an exclusive presence and striking profile.
A refined selection of interior furnishings, combined with
excellent workmanship, is present throughout the dining
area and settee lounge area, down to the 4 staterooms
luxurious accommodation with en suite bathrooms. With
ample space for toys on the fly-bridge or on the optional
hydraulic swim platform and comfortable crew quarters
for 2 staff, the Majesty 70 is an elegant fly-bridge motoryacht with a large fun factor and true cruising ambitions.

Main Saloon

Dining

Owner’s Stateroom

VIP Stateroom

Double Guest Stateroom

Twin Guest Stateroom

Length Overall

70’ 7” (21.63 m)

Length Waterline

60’ 5” (18.5 m)

Beam

17’ 9” (5.49 m)

Draft

3’ 8” (1.17 m)

Displacement

47 t approx.

Fuel Capacity

1,500 US Gal (5,700 l)

Water Capacity

250 US GAl (950 l)

Accommodation

4 Staterooms (8 Berths)
1 Crew Cabin (2 Berths)

Bathrooms

4 En suite + 1 Crew

Power Options

2 X 930 - 2 x 1,150 HP

Pictures in this catalogue may be taken from different vessels of the same type for example purpose
only. Performance estimates are given in good faith,but are in no way guaranteed. Dirt on the hull,
damage to the propellers, external water and air temperatures and added weight, fuel and water
carried can all adversely affect performance. For these and other reasons we can give no performance
guarantees. Data and characteristics are not binding; details, colors, descriptions and illustrations
are for information purpose only. The drawings and pictures may include specific equipment or modifications which are not part of the standard specifications of the vessel. standard specifications may be
defined differently in different sales territories. Gulf Craft Inc. reserves the right to make any
changes in specifications or equipment without prior notice. In case of any inconsistencies between
specification sheet, product catalogue and price list, the price list prevails. Customers are recommended to contact our sales representative to reconfirm standard and optional features on the
vessels.

Majesty Yachts
Gulf Craft launched its range of luxury fly-bridge yachts in 2004, and today features an innovative and extensive range of yachts from 44 feet to 135 feet. Majesty Yachts
relies on a in-house design team, as well as on Dutch, Italian, British and Australian designers, catering to diverse global tastes in exterior styling and interior design. The
Majesty Yachts team combines technical know-how, practical experience, and decades of steady investment to deliver personalized luxury.
Operating from a 500,000 square foot modern facility, Majesty Yachts are built to leading international standards, including ABS, MCA, BV and RINA, and under strict
supervision such as Lloyds, ensuring no compromise between luxury and safety. Majesty Yachts has also built to charter specifications, the US Coast Guard and Australian
Coast Guard specifications.

Majesty 101

Majesty 118

Technologies used in the Majesty Yachts range include advanced composite construction and vacuum infusion processes, water-jet drives engineered on large yachts, and
gyro marine stabilizers.
Some of the recent Majesty Yachts accomplishments include the Majesty 130, which notched up 10,000 nautical miles in her maiden voyage, and the introduction in the
South American market of the Majesty 50 and Majesty 56.
Owners of Majesty Yachts enjoy luxury that’s meaningful, customization without the price premium, and performance-based sea keeping. The result is that Majesty owners
are today cruising four continents with the confidence in a yard that’s committed to sustainably growing its market by selling its yachts, and offering unforgettable yachting
experiences.

Superyachts

Majesty 121

A Majesty Yacht is the perfect hideaway. Here time comes to stand-still and the rest of the world suddenly seems far away. Owning a vessel of this exceptional standard
opens up a way of life which is unique in this world. Ocean-going, this private island is your own undisturbed piece of privacy on this planet - the one with the best views.
With only the blue horizon visible over the bow, the unknown invites you.
However, the difference is in the detail. We invite you to make the time to share with our design team your vision and select finishes and features. It’s our privilege to assist
you in the creation of a masterpiece that un-mistakably carries your signature.
A Majesty Yacht is a true engineering feat, though the technical complexity is hardly visible. Excellent insulation characteristics ensure that the roar of the engines is
reduced to a silent purr. Comfort is guaranteed with the optional introduction of stabilizers, while an entire engine room full of technology keeps you independent and in
control. Safety and comfortable luxury are not contradicting requirements with Majesty Yachts. Built under rigorous class inspection, Majesty Yachts contain a host of amenities and feature the latest high-tech toys and entertainment facilities. Majesty Yachts specifications have been designed to set a new standard for yacht construction – one
beyond compare.
With the Majesty 101, Majesty 121, Majesty 125 and the Majesty 135, Gulf Craft has been producing yachts of a remarkable quality for a global customer base. Based on
nearly 30 years of experience in fiberglass boatbuilding, the company has been successful in carefully developing an outstanding range of customizable yachts.

Majesty 125

Majesty 130

Gulf Craft is the Middle East’s and Asia’s leading manufacturer of leisure boats and yachts. Founded in the United
Arab Emirates in 1982, Gulf Craft today exports a range of vessels from 20 foot runabouts to 135 foot triple deck
luxury yachts, making it one of the most diverse portfolios in the leisure marine industry.
With Gulf Craft’s nearly 30 prolific years building boats, and 135 years of management experience in the industry,
we have learned the art of combining seafaring passion and luxury with sensible manufacturing, dutiful craftsmanship, and exacting international standards.
It is in this space that we excel. Gulf Craft is a company built on the soil of Arabian heritage, and in the honored
memory of seafaring forefathers. Forefathers that respected the principle that proper form is in its effectiveness.
Gulf Craft employs 1,400 skilled craftsmen and owns state of the art manufacturing and servicing facilities across 5 sites. This enables us to in-house major production
processes and ensure tighter quality control, cost efficiency, and the ability to be flexible with client requirements. Gulf Craft has grown into one of a handful of manufacturers in the world with the skill and capacity to produce luxury super-yachts of more than 100 feet in length, and to embed in all its craft the latest technologies to meet challenging design and performance requirements.
Above all, Gulf Craft’s vision is to deliver unforgettable boating experiences. This means not only being at the forefront of our industry, but that we are also known for
providing innovation and quality without the price premium. Professional and business integrity is key to this vision. Diligent environmental and social responsibility
policies and practices demonstrate our care towards our clients, partners, suppliers, staff and ultimately the community in which we operate.
The result is that Majesty owners are today cruising four continents with the resilient confidence in a yard that’s committed to sustainably growing its market by selling its
yachts at sea.

